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Back	to	Basics
By	John	Ray	Cabrera

Have you ever laid flat in the school ground ‘s 
grass, gaze above, and just be amazed at 
how marvelous the night sky is? You may 
have witnessed galactic wonder some 
2.5million light years away, and that is with 
your unaided eye. Gazillion of wonderful 
spectacle await you at night, so if you’re 
thinking that astronomy is quite of a challenge 
as a serious hobby, think again. 

You like astronomy, you like perusing through 
books and encyclopedias, online of otherwise, 
and be enchanted pages by pages at those 
pictures being snapped by the Hubble Space 
telescope? And you wonder, what shall I have 
and how will I start to further explore the awe-
inspiring science there is. 

Well, of course you can’t have a Hubble 
Space Telescope, or send one in the vastness 
of space taking pictures, but yes, you can 
have some basic increments a backyard 
astronomer can have as a starter. You start 
with the following: 

LEARN THE NIGHT SKY –
There are star maps to start with, but the 
most important things is being able to 
familiarize the constellation and Messiers as 
landmarks on where you should be looking 
at. To evade your frustration, start with a 
spot where there is no, or less, light 
pollution. Astronomy can be most 
appreciated under darkest, cloudless, nights. 

RESEARCH –
Even renowned scientists never cease doing 
extensive research in their field of 
endeavors. Similarly, if you want to augment 
your knowledge, research. There are 
plethora of astronomy sites you can find in 
the internet. Even if you are far from the 
reach of internet age, you can still go for 
traditional library to satiate you intellectual 
hunger. Comb all shelf for physics, 
astronomy, and photography. Usually, these 
three come hand in hand. 

START WITH A SCOPE-
Not necessarily buying ultra-expensive 
telescope, as chances are, if you’re a 
beginner, there might be some features that 
you hardly use. So begin with binoculars as 
you wade through the dynamics of learning 
through lenses, scope types, maintenance, 
and upgrade kits. 

CONNECT WITH ALOCAL CLUB-
Nothing would make it really meaningful 
when you are at the brethren of those who 
are the passion passion as you do. Not only 
are you getting bit by bit at every exchange 
of conversation you have, you can also draw 
inspiration from them as to how they have 
started, what lengths they have gone 
through, and how happy they are in this 
newfound passion. There’s more than meets 
the eye. 
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Last February 12th, Astronomical League of 
the Philippines held its National Astronomy 
Week Free Solar and Night Observation 
Session at SM By The Bay, Pasay City. 
Members who were present were ALP 
President James Kevin Ty, wife Charito and 
son Kendrick Cole KC Ty, Secretary 
Christopher Louie Lu, wife Karren and 
daughter Frances Lu, Treasurer Andrew Ian 
Chan, Auditor Edgar Ang, PRO Edge Lat, 
directors Justine Garcia, Iah Serna, Peter 
Benedict Tubalinal and Ronald Sison; Mark 
Ian Singson, Jason Comia, Russell 
Limcangco, Vincent Gella, Christelle Mariano, 
Miguel Cajita and Trix Cajita. Our event also 
was embedded together with SM's Valentine 
Love Locks and marathon event as well.

Event started at around 3:30pm with several 
scopes brought along by ALPers. James 
brought along his Daystar Quark 
Chromosphere Ha mounted on Canon EF 
100-400mm f/4.5-5.6 IS L lens on Nexstar
mount, Andrew with his Skywatcher 80mm 
refractor on Vixen GP mount, Edgar with his 
Orion XT6 Dobsonian reflector, Edge with his 
Meade 90mm refractor on Meade goto mount, 
Russell with his Celestron Astromaster C130 
Newtonian reflector on CG3 mount, Mark with 
his Celestron C90 Maksutov on sturdy tripod, 
Ronald with his Celestron C90 Maksutov on 
sturdy tripod, Vincent with his Celestron
Travelscope 70 on sturdy tripod, Christopher 
with his Celestron Powerseeker 80mm 
refractor on CG2 mount, Cutting Edge staff 
with their Celestron Astromaster C130 
Newtonian reflector on CG3 mount.

More than 600 people got to view the Sun in 
both white light and Ha wavelength as well as 
night objects such as planet Venus and 
Waning Gibbous Moon and M42 Orion 
Nebula.

The stargazing session ended at around 
9:30pm with customary group shot. They 
then had a late dinner at Razon's before 
heading home.


